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The review by Blows (Blows, 2007) highlights a perspec-

tive with which we whole-heartedly agree: greater

biological insight is obtained by focusing on fundamental

structures of the two matrices G and c than by analysing

the individual entries of those matrices. Here, we

advocate extending this point of view further for any

‘function-valued trait’, i.e. a trait that is inherently a

mathematical function, z(t). The function z(t) can be

viewed as an extension of a multivariate trait vector z

(Kirkpatrick & Heckman, 1989). We will introduce three

more functions G(t,s), c(t,s) and b(t) that are, respect-

ively, extensions of the matrices G and c, and the vector b
discussed in the review.

Function-valued traits arise naturally in many con-

texts. For example, Blows discusses a study of stabilizing

selection on male song in the cricket Teleogryllus comm-

odus, characterizing the song as a vector of five song

attributes (chip number, interpulse interval, trill number,

intercall interval and dominant frequency). However, the

song itself is energy (or power) as a function of time and

is thus a function-valued trait, z(t). Reducing this

function-valued trait to a vector of five measurements

allows the ‘song’ to be analysed in a familiar quantitative

genetics framework for multivariate traits, but doing so

has important drawbacks (Kirkpatrick & Heckman, 1989;

Ramsay & Silverman, 1997). First and foremost, in-

formation is necessarily lost in the data reduction.

(Consider the futility of grasping Debussy’s Clair de Lune

from just its dominant frequency, duration, average

inter-note interval, and a dozen other such elements!)

Second, treating such data as functional ab initio leads to

data reduction methods that retain functional informa-

tion more efficiently (like Clair de Lune’s sheet music or

its digital representation on a CD) than do ad hoc

collections of attributes (Ramsay & Silverman, 1997).

There are many other types of function-valued traits,

including growth trajectories (size as a function of age),

gene expression profiles (product as a function of time),

reaction norms (phenotype as a function of environ-

ment) and morphological shapes (radial distance as a

function of angle). Typically, these traits are measured at

a finite number of values of the independent variable and

the finite collection of trait measurements is treated as a

multivariate trait. There are two problems with this. First,

there may be more effective ways to combine the

measurements taken (or more effective ways to take

the finite set of measurements). Second, if measurements

are taken at different index values on different individ-

uals (e.g. sizes measured at different sets of ages for

different individuals) then multivariate approaches

would require some sort of binning procedure, usually

improvised. By treating the trait at the outset as a

function, however, these issues can be avoided alto-

gether (Kirkpatrick et al., 1994).

A function-centric quantitative genetics framework

has been developed for describing function-valued traits,

including their genetic variability, selection, and evolu-

tion (Kirkpatrick & Heckman, 1989; Kirkpatrick et al.,

1990; Gomulkiewicz & Kirkpatrick, 1992; Kirkpatrick &

Lofsvold, 1992; Kirkpatrick et al., 1994; Meyer, 1998;

Pletcher & Geyer, 1999; Kingsolver et al., 2001). In this

framework, which is a direct extension of multivariate

quantitative genetics, a trait function z(t) is usually

represented mathematically by an ‘orthogonal function

series expansion’. These expansions can describe practi-

cally any biologically plausible function shape, including

nonsmooth and discontinuous functions that cannot be

written in terms of the perhaps more familiar Taylor

series expansion. Orthogonal function expansions can be

used with least-squares or likelihood statistical methods

to develop estimates of z(t) based on the data collected

rather than some preconceived notion about the form of

the function. These estimates provide natural interpola-

tions of the original data.

The extension of the genetic variance–covariance

matrix G is the genetic variance–covariance function

G(t,s). When t „ s, the G-function gives the additive

genetic covariance of the trait expressed at index values t

and s (like the off-diagonal elements of G) and when s ¼ t

it equals the additive genetic variance of the trait

expressed at index value t (like the diagonal elements

of G).

What does a G-function look like? Consider the

example of a growth trajectory, size as a function of

age, and suppose all individuals in a study were meas-

ured at the same five ages. Given an appropriate breeding

design, one could estimate a five-dimensional genetic

covariance matrix G, the elements of which can be

visualized as a three-dimensional histogram. The corres-

ponding G-function would be a smoothed surface envel-

oping the tops of the histogram. Figures 1 and 2 of

Kirkpatrick et al. (1990) show these visualizations of a

genetic covariance matrix G and the corresponding

G-function.

Like G, the G-function can be ‘diagonalized’ and

understood in terms of its eigenstructure. The G-function

can be decomposed into a series of eigenvalues, each of

which is the variance associated with a principal compo-

nent. Principal components are represented by loading

functions (eigenfunctions) rather than loading vectors
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(eigenvectors). This decomposition facilitates interpret-

ation of the evolutionary potential of a function-valued

trait, to explore such issues as tradeoffs and specialists vs.

generalists (Gilchrist, 1996; Kingsolver et al., 2001, 2004;

Izem & Kingsolver, 2005). Principal components with

zero eigenvalues represent absolute genetic constraints

whereas the leading principal components correspond to

genetic lines of least resistance (Kirkpatrick & Lofsvold,

1992).

What are the advantages of a functional perspective?

First, it preserves information about the ordering and

spacing of trait measurements taken at different values of

the independent variable. To get a feel for the importance

of this, consider an individual’s growth trajectory.

Clearly, sizes must become increasingly correlated as

the ages at which they are measured become increasingly

similar. Treating a growth trajectory as a function

preserves this information whereas treating a series of

measurements as a multivariate trait does not. This

advantage can produce practical benefits in statistical

analyses. Indeed, function-valued based approaches

reduce P-values associated with hypothesis testing com-

pared with multivariate tests applied to the same data

(N. Heckman, C.K. Griswold, and R. Gomulkiewicz,

unpublished).

Another advantage of the function-valued approach is

that measurements of a function-valued trait need not be

taken at the same index values for different individuals.

For example, the sizes of different individuals could be

collected at different ages to estimate growth trajectories

utilizing standard function-valued statistical methods

(Kirkpatrick et al., 1994; Meyer & Hill, 1997; Meyer,

1998). Multivariate analyses, in contrast, would require

either arbitrary binning of the same data or demanding

laboratory protocols that ensured that sizes were meas-

ured at common ages.

Methods have been developed for estimating and

modelling selection on function-valued traits (Kirkpatrick

& Heckman, 1989; Gomulkiewicz & Kirkpatrick, 1992;

Kirkpatrick & Lofsvold, 1992; Kingsolver et al., 2001;

Kingsolver & Gomulkiewicz, 2003). There are functional

extensions of the linear selection gradient vector b and

the quadratic selection matrix c: the linear selection

gradient function b(t) and the bivariate quadratic selec-

tion function c(t,s), respectively. The meanings of these

functions are completely analogous to their multivariate

counterparts. For instance, b(t) describes linear selection

on the trait z when expressed at index value t, holding

expression of the trait at all other index values constant,

c(t,s) describes pairwise correlational selection between

z(t) and z(s), and c(t,t) indicates stabilizing or disruptive

quadratic selection on z(t). Like the gamma matrix

described in this Target Review, diagonalization or a

principal component analysis of the gamma function

reveals directions (the PCs) of quadratic selection on a

function-valued trait. We emphasize that gamma

alone —whether matrix or function—doesn’t completely

define the type of selection acting in a population. For

example, negative values of c are necessary but not

sufficient for having stabilizing selection on a trait: values

of both b and c are needed to identify stabilizing (or

disruptive) selection.
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